PUDDLE FLANGE WALL SLEEVES FOR PIPE THROUGH CONCRETE WALL SEALING

Stainless steel wall sleeves puddle flanges. Assembles include modular seal links, with EDPM elastomer, stainless steel hardware.

**APPLICATIONS**
- Pipes through concrete walls and floors
- Split sleeves for existing pipe
- Oil and Gas Pipelines with oil resistant NBR seals.
- Sewer Line manhole sealing
- Waste water Treatment plants

Stainless steel pipe sleeves with puddle flange wall collars, modular seal links. USA, Canada Suppliers.

**ADVANTAGES**
- Puddle Flange part of wall sleeve assembly.
- Split wall sleeve assembly for existing pipe.
- Flush with wall forms.
- Pipe centering modular seal links.
- Sealing if pipe not centered using off center disk seals.
- Excellent corrosion resistance.
- Resistance to chemicals.
- High mechanical strength.
- Can accommodate all pipe sizes, American and International.

Long length pipe sleeves are available with multiple puddle flanges.

Pipe penetrations on an angle, through walls with incline angle of penetration.
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